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Cadillac xt5 performance specs

The 2020 Cadillac XT5 has three trims and a handful of packages, including a loaded Platinum package that last year was trim. The XT5 comes with standard equipment from heated front seats and keyless entrances to an 8.0-inch touchscreen and standard active security features (see Safety section) and has more equipment than ever before, and is 8/10. A 4-year/50,000-mile
warranty sweetens the pot. The 2020 Cadillac XT5 starts at $45,090 (including a $995 target) in a Luxury trim, and has a 237 hp turbo-4 engine with a 9-speed automatic front-wheel drive. Powerlifting port, keyless inlet, remote start and 18-inch alloy wheels are standard. Cadillac honors this trim name with an eight-way adjustable driver's seat, heated front seats, synthetic leather,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, Bose sound system with XM radio trial subscription, and 8.0-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility. Four USB ports, including one USB-C, keep the XT5 fresh and fully charged. We wouldn't need much more, especially a $6,700 step into a Premium Luxury trim. It adds a panoramic moon, leather seats, rear cargo
control system, heated steering wheel, wireless charging, blind spot displays and rear crossing alarm. The V-6 is available at Premium Luxury. On the oversum is the new Sport trim, which is standard with the AWD's 310-hp 3.6L V-6. At $57,085, that's $3,300 more than Premium Luxury, and at that point you might as well go all-in. It brings you more muscular 20-inch wheels,
adaptive suspension and faster steering. Adaptive cruise control still costs extra and must be paired with enhanced visibility and technology, which together adds $3,575. This puts us in a ranking order. At worst, it should be a separate option. Infotainment In 2020, Cadillac introduced a driver selection that rotates in the center console to help with the infotainment. Other luxury
destinations such as Audi and BMW have abandoned the controller for larger touchscreens. The Cadillac still has an 8.0-inch touchscreen and overlapping controls, meaning there are three ways to control sound and navigation; We barely used the controller. Next to the controller is a real volume knob that we used a lot. Unnecessary controls are a little too broken on the steering
wheel poles, and the new XT6 promises that the Cadillac will streamline them into a horizontal clutch lane. The XT5 infotainment system is easy to use and responsive, although some of the icons on the touchscreen may be on the small side. There are also more voice commands than average. The climate and heated seat buttons are contact capacities and require strong and
hard contact. Temperature control only increases by one digit, so appreciated on winter mornings. The review continues below homecarscadillacxt52017 Cadillac XT5Fair Market Price:MotorTrend Fair Market Price (powered IntelliChoice), get a better idea of what you pay after negotiations, including destination, taxes and fees. The actual purchase price depends on many
variables from the dealer's inventory to negotiating skills, so this figure is an estimate. N.A.Great handling Quiet cabin Flexible and comfortable rear seat Gearshift can be confusing to use initially AWD not available in the base model Confusing Cadillac Cue infotainment system 2017 Cadillac XT5 is a new crossover in the Cadillac configuration that replaces the second generation
Cadillac SRX. The new 2017 Cadillac XT5 luxury crossover has front and four-wheel drive configurations, a powerful V-6 engine and an updated version of the Cadillac Cue infotainment system. Cadillac offers a brand new XT5 luxury crossover with four trim levels, including XT5, Luxury, Premium Luxury and Platinum models. The power comes from a 3.6-liter V-6 engine
combined with an eight-speed automatic transmission that delivers 310 hp and 271 lb-ft of torque. The EPA-rated fuel economy is 19/27 mpg city/highway front-wheel drive and 18/26 mpg all-wheel drive. The towing capacity is no more than 3,500 pounds, and the foot space in the rear seat has improved by 3.2 inches compared to the SRX. The upgraded Cadillac Cue system has
a faster and more powerful processor, integrated wireless charger for mobile devices, and still has a wireless 4G connection with standard integrated 4G LTE Wi-Fi, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. XT5 also offers a hands-free powerlifting port, an optional color-redefined head-up display. Thanks to the elevated dimensions, the interior has been increased compared to the SRX,
and there is more rear leg space for passengers. The Cadillac XT5 is now offered for the first time in a Platinum trim with a unique inner and outer edge, more technology and more standard features compared to other XT5 configuration models and just all-wheel drive. The 2017 Cadillac XT5 AWD received the highest general safety rating (five stars) from NHTSA, but the front-
wheel drive XT5 received a four-star overall rating. The XT5 was considered the best safety choice of 2017 as it scored the highest score good in all crash assessments (low overlap at front, moderate overlap at front, side, roof strength and headrests and seats) and Superior's highest rating for frontal collision prevention. The highest rating was given because the XT5 was able to
avoid a 12 mph collision and reduced the impact of the 25 mph collision thanks to the 24 mph Front Automatic Braking feature. Cadillac's rear camera mirror system made its official debut on the XT5, improving the driver's rear vision by displaying an accessible digital view if the passengers or cargo in the rear seat are in the rear sight. The system can prove useful when rear
passengers block your vision, but can feel confusing at first. The XT5 also includes optional Driver Awareness and Driver Assist packages that automatic front and rear braking under low-speed conditions, lane departure ranger, rear crossing alarm, side-blind zone alarm, full speed zone adaptive cruise control and automatic park assist. The SRX luxury crossover was cadillac's
best-selling model, giving the XT5 large shoes to fill. In the First Drive review, we said that we weren't sure if the new design language made a bold enough statement to differentiate itself from the model it replaced, but that the new 3.6-liter engine gives the XT5 a step up, as does the improved décor. Handling the XT5 is better than the SRX thanks to its lighter chassis, revised
suspension and updated brakes. The Platinum trim comes standard with a two-clutch four-wheel drive system that continuously and automatically adjusts grip to different road and weather conditions, further increasing its handling features. When we tested the 2017 Cadillac XT5 in the first test review, the crossover provided a strong acceleration, hitting 60 mph in 6.5 seconds and
stopping from 60 mph to 111 feet, which is a good crossover of this size. We like how electronic precision shift control for a new shipment frees up center console space to increase storage space. We were a little unsure about the XT5's new rear-view camera mirror because the vehicles displayed on the screen look smaller and further away than usual in a standard rearview
mirror. In addition to being a valuable replacement for the Cadillac bestselling model of cadillac, the all-new 2017 Cadillac XT5 should have no problem competing in showrooms with a competitor from Europe and Japan. The 2017 Cadillac XT5 is nearly 280 kilos lighter than its predecessor. Audi Q5 BMW X3 Lexus RX Lincoln MKX Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class The new limited
edition Sport package will be added to Cadillac's best-selling XT5 model in 2019, with a new look infused with darkened exterior elements that complement Cadillac's signature front, corner and LED lighting... The XT5's Luxury and Premium Luxury decorations feature emblem of the kit, including a shiny black grille with Galvano surround, LED headlamps, signature lighting and
corner lights, bright rear-view lenses, side assist staircases, 20-inch aluminum wheels with technical grey finish, Sport pedals and two interior colors. Powered by a 310-horsepower, 3.6-liter V6, the five-seater, midsize XT5 has cylinder deactivation technology that allows it to automatically enter the fuel-saving four-cylinder mode with small to moderate loads. The eight-speed
automatic transmission is standard. Crossover is available with either front-wheel drive or AWD. 3.6L V6 (310 hp; 271 lb-ft) See more news &amp; reviews smaller than medium-sized crossover, but slightly larger than the usual compact luxury SUV, the Cadillac XT5 has struggled place on the US market. This wouldn't be too much of a problem if it was excellent enough to stand
proudly against competition in either segment, but a luxurious compact compact on more than one front. The new standard turbocharged four-cylinder engine, which develops 237 horsepower and 258 lb-ft of torque, is not depressing in a heavy vehicle, and even now the optional V6 can't compete with the BMW X3 and Audi Q5. Due to changes to the XT5's 2020 configuration,
these competitors will now also start at a lower price, but will still get better gas mileage figures. However, Caddy offers buyers a well-equipped interior with plenty of standard features, a spacious cabin and body, and capable dynamics, which has helped it remain a staple in the American market. The trim options for the 2020 Cadillac XT5 SUV have been refined, standard and
platinum decorations have been removed and the Sport trim has been introduced. Luxury is now a basic edge and therefore has more standard features than the previous base model. Despite the introduction of the turbocharged four-cylinder engine as a new standard power plant system, base Luxury is still more expensive than the entry-level model from 2019. Last year's eight-
speed automatic transmission has also been replaced in favour of the new nine-speed automatic transmission. Aesthetically, the front grille, front and rear bumpers and rear lights have all been redesigned. LED headlights are now standard, and the infotainment series has been updated in Cadillac's most advanced interface. Capable handling dynamics Long standard features list
Spacious cabin High cargo capacity High-tech, user-friendly infotainment Unimpressive powertrains Expensive base model Poor rear visibility Although it hasn't been completely redesigned, the new XT5 got a bit of a makeover in 2020. It gets new front and rear bumpers and a refreshed grille. Photo Seven automatic LED headlights sit on a wide Cadillac grille, installed
manufacturer's logo, and LED taillights and daytime running lights are standard on each model. Luxury and Premium Luxury get more metallic accents with body-colored door handles with chromed detail strips, while roof rails are brushed with aluminum. Sport gets standard body-colored handles and shiny black roof rails. The entry-level model gets a powerlifting port, while hands-
free features are added to Premium Luxury and Sport. The rear profiler is standard on each trim with a sunken rear light strip, and an UltraView-powered sunk hatch is installed in two upper decorations. Luxury trimming drives 18-inch alloy wheels, while Sport gets larger 20-inch items, each model with unique bike models. Cadillac Cadillac Cadillac See all 2020 Cadillac XT5
Exterior Photos Slightly larger than the average small car, the XT5 is 189.6 inches long, but it gets a wheelbase that is par for the segment, measuring only 112.5 inches. However, its average height and width are 66.1 inches and 74.9 inches. Despite its larger dimensions, the SUV is not too heavy, weighing 3,915 pounds competitors such as the 3,931-pound BMW X3 or the
3889-pound Mercedes-Benz GLC. Nine colors consist of the XT5's paint palette, although only Radiant Silver comes at no extra cost. For $625, buyers are granted access to a metal paleit consisting of Satin Steel, Stellar Black, Manhattan Noir, Shadow, Garnet and Dark Mocha. Two premium paints are available for $1,225, Crystal White Tricoat and Red Horizon Tintcoat. Unlike
many premium competitors, outdoor color choices don't affect the interior. The new standard turbocharged four-cylinder engine means that the base model XT5 works quite differently from its V6-powered top list and actually last year's versions of the crossover. With only 237 hp on tap, the inline four doesn't move much of a plush crossover at all quickly. The acceleration figures
for the new base power machines have not been released, but they are likely to be slower than the V6's, which is not yet impressing. Speaking of V6, it produces a more tolerable 310 hp, which allows it to get the SUV up to 60 mph in an un flattering seven seconds. This is full seconds slower than the turbo four-powered BMW X3, and almost three seconds slower than its M
Performance model. Caddy, however, doesn't feel too lethargic as he moved you around town relatively quickly. But it also doesn't impress in terms of tow capacity, managing only 3,500 pounds against BMW's 4,400 pounds. As is quite common in the segment, the XT5 is available in your front or all-wheel drive selection. Cadillac Cadillac Cadillac Cadillac Cadillac's best-selling
crossover now offers a range of two engines, and the new standard engine is a 2.0-liter turbocharged inline-four that develops 237 hp and 258 lb-ft of torque. While these power output figures are in line with the X3 or Audi Q5, the CT5 doesn't feel nearly as strong. The engine pulls a heavy SUV around the city. It is still possible to walk on the highway, but requires patience and
planning. Available under the hood of mid-range Premium Luxury, and the standard at the top level of sport, is the same 3.6-liter V6 from last year. The power plant delivers 310 hp and 271 lb-ft to the front of all four wheels, although Sport offers only four-wheel drive. These figures seem to be better suited to moving around the city. The six-cylinder competitors are still the best
caddy with ease. The V6 makes it a little easier to connect or overtake on the highway, but you still have to make moves and plan the movements accordingly, and even if the engine is efficiently pulled out, the engine sounds a little tense and tidy. No matter which power train you use, the same nine-speed automatic transmission will change gears for you, which is a slight
improvement over last year's eight-speed transmission. Since there is no athletic aspiration here, no manual transmission is offered. New turbo-inline-four engine, front-wheel drive, is certainly not designed to deliver exciting driving experience, although the XT5 boasts impressive agility. It can withstand winding roads, but it is not particularly excellent when it passes through
corners. Although the vehicle handles the body roll well, which inspires self-confidence when pushing its boundaries, it does not give the necessary strength to break these boundaries. This may be for the best, as such family-oriented crossovers aren't really designed for pushing. As is usual in a luxury SUV, the Cadillac XT5 has light and responsive steering at lower speeds
around the city, but there is little or no feedback. The bike gains a little weight when you get up to speed, but communication with the tires never improves. The brakes better inspire self-confidence with a quick but not too enthusiastic response to the bet. However, driving comfort is the saving grace of the XT5. Independent rear suspension means that the SUV absorbs most of the
road's flaws without complaint. Even the conditions on the terrible pavements should be only minor annoyances for passengers. Sport's adaptive suspension works to counterbalance the quality of driving quality caused by larger 20-inch wheels. One complaint we have is the lack of silending when the wind and the tiemelu are always present. Running a Caddy XT5 is as expensive
as buying one. The standard turbocharged four-cylinder reaches just 21/28/24 miles per gallon over city/highway/combined cycles when equipped with a front-wheel drive dock, while the four-wheel drive sees this drop to 21/26/23 mpg. These figures are similar to the four-wheel drive Audi Q5, which gets a rating of 22/28/24 mpg, but quite a bit below the more powerful BMW X3,
which gets an impressive 25/29/27 mpg in its rear-wheel drive format. When equipped with a powerful V6 engine, the XT5 gets only 18/26/21 mpg on the front-wheel drive, while the all-wheel drive frequency range drops this again to 18/25/20 mpg. The front-wheel drive is connected to a 19.4-gallon tank, and AWD models get a 21.7-gallon version, although both run with the
same type of gas - premium. At its most powerful, a Cadillac can travel up to 700 kilometers in a single tank. The XT5's décor is tastefully decorated and features a range of standard features for comfort and comfort. It is spacious in terms of both passenger and cargo space, and the seats are comfortable even over long periods of time. The recently updated infotainment series
helps reinforce one of last year's biggest weaknesses. The new interface is easy to use and offers crisp graphics. Many of the previously superior trim features have also become a standard base model in Luxury, especially in extended advanced security features. Caddy's interior remains one of its strongest features, helping it remain competitive with other luxury SUVs despite its
shortcomings in other areas. Cadillac Cadillac Cadillac All 2020 Cadillac XT5 Interior Design Images the crossover is spacious enough to accommodate up to five passengers relatively comfortably. Both the front and rear seats provide more than enough legroom even for the most gangly passengers, but taller adults should try to get a seat in front, as the sloping ceiling eats up a
few inches of headroom at the back. However, the large mid-arm support ahead may seem a little cramped for fuller drivers and passengers. Six-part power-heated front seats are standard, and premium luxury offers eight-way front seats, so finding a good driving position isn't too difficult. Forward visibility is quite good, but large blind spots prevent backward vision. Unfortunately,
blind spot monitoring isn't standard until premium luxury trim. The ground-level Luxury is upholstered in Jet Black leather and no other options are available. However, upgrading to Premium Luxury or Sport opens up a few other options. Leather upholstery with premium luxury mini-perforated inserts is available on Jet Black, Cirrus or Sedona Sauvage (colour not offered on Sport).
However, Kona Brown Sauvage is available for both decorations for an extra charge of $1,445. Jet Black and Maple Sugar half-aniline leather with Chevron inserts is also available for upper decoration, but requires several optional packages and upgrades that can raise the base price by up to $11,000. Available interior clippings include aluminum, titanium, various forests or
carbon fiber, but the latter is slightly stationary in a vehicle with no athletic aspirations. The Cadillac XT5 has a larger frame capacity than competing luxury containers because its total dimensions are slightly larger. Behind the second row seats there are 30.2 cubic feet of space. This is more than enough space for daily use, swallowing a dozen hand luggage jackets or even more
grocery bags. But if you need even more space, the total freight capacity can be more than doubled by folding down the rear seats, providing a total of 63 cubic feet. A small supply of goods around the cabin is adequate, but hardly significant. A standard glove compartment is available, but the armrest compartment and door pockets on the middle arms are smaller than you'd
expect from a segment. There are a total of four cup holders divided between the front and rear seats, and there is a storage compartment next to the shifter. Cadillac Cadillac Cadillac XT5 Infotainment and Features Together with the 2020 visual and mechanical updates, Cadillac simplified the configuration to just three trimmings and organizes the devices accordingly. Luxury is a
new entry-level model and is well equipped for the segment and has standard features consisting of dual-range air traffic, cruise control, keyless input and ignition, remote engine start, six-part power-heated front seats, power tilt and ignition and two 12-volt sockets. Driver assistance features include HD reversing camera, rear seat reminder, teen driver system, frontal collision
frontal collision lane departure warning, lane change assist, front and rear parking assist and safety alarm seat. Premium Luxury adds a lane change alarm, blind spot monitoring, and a rear crossing alarm to the safety suite. Similarly, it upgrades the front seats with two additional adjustment and memory functions, heats the steering wheel and installs an automatically dimming
rearview mirror. Premium Luxury up also has an powerful solar hatch and hands-free powerlifting port. Optional updates include three-zone air conditioning control, adaptive standard cruise control, ventilated front seats, heated rear seats, and a head-up display. J.D. Power has not yet given the 2020 XT5 a confidence score, but the 2019 iteration was calculated as 79/100.
However, there has only ever been one recall, and that was in 2017 when it was originally published. Cadillac offers a 50,000 mile/48-month limited warranty on new purchases, while the transmission warranty and roadside assert are each valid for 70,000 miles/72 months. Basic: Drivetrain: Rust-Through: 6 Years \ Unlimited Miles Corrosion: Roadside Assistance: Maintenance
Note: NHTSA does not have a crash test look for the Cadillac XT5 in 2020, but the 2019 model received a four-star rating in its front-wheel drive format and five stars in its all-wheel drive. The IIHS XT5 review returned points to Good in each of the four crash tests, with collision-blocking systems scoring points from Superior to standard series and Advanced to optional systems.
The result of the US NHTSA crash test like with any modern luxury vehicle, the XT5 gets a fair amount of safety technologies. Standard features include ABS, stability and grip control, and seven airbags: double front, driver's knee, front and side curtain. Advanced security features include an HD reversing camera, front and rear parking assist, avoidance of frontal collisions, lane
change assist, lane departure warning, safety alarm seat, teen driver system and rear seat reminder. Upper decorations or optional updates include blind spot monitoring, lane change alarm, rear crossing alarm, rain detection wipers, surround-view camera, and head-up display. Cadillac was late for the crossover segment in the US and has struggled to find itself a nippy ever
since. The XT5 is a personalization of the awkwardness of this market that doesn't quite fit into the compact segment it's trying to compete with. But despite this lack of direction, Caddy remains the company's best seller, and certainly has some valuable strengths. Its larger dimensions give it more passenger and cargo space than the average luxury compact car that easily beats
the BMW X3 and Audi Q5 in terms of body space without compromising passenger comfort. The cottage is also well equipped, and a lot of well-paid materials are used in the construction. However, GM's lack of sophistication can be seen here and there when the hard or poor work skills peek through. Base Base gets plenty of standard features, but the new base engine is a step
down from the V6 from last year's model, and even it struggled to keep up with the race. So while the XT5 SUV has a pretty good handling, it just doesn't have the strength to offer exciting driving. Yet it maintains its excellent driving quality and good road manners. Cadillac XT5 has a higher starting price than premium competitors such as BMW and Audi and less impressive fuel
economy, but the brand's loyalists are likely to stick to it as it continues to check many of the boxes needed. As a critic, we can't say that Caddy is competing with real luxury competitors. It is almost European, but not quite there yet. When the price of the Cadillac XT5 was once lower than that of its German competitors, its recent updates have seen this dynamic turnaround. It may
be more sophisticated than last year, but entry-level Caddy is now asking for more than premium competitors such as the BMW X3 and Audi Q5. It now costs just over $44,095 to get behind the wheel of base luxury trims. Mid-range Premium Luxury asks for a $48,795 investment if you get a base engine or $49,795 with an optional V6. High-end Sport trim will cost you back a hefty
$55,095. Adding a four-wheel drive to two lower clips than not getting it as standard adds $2,000 to the bill, although this rises to $2,100 in basic Luxury. These Cadillac XT5 prices are MSRP, do not include tax, registration, licensing and GM's $995 target fee. After dropping the XT5 platform as the starting edge of the range, the compact SUV is now available on three trim levels:
Luxury, Premium Luxury and Sport. The range also features a new base engine standard on Luxury and Premium Luxury tyres, a 2.0-liter turbocharged four-cylinder that controls the 237 hp 258 lb-ft for front wheels with optional four-wheel drive. The optional Premium Luxury, and standard Sport, is a 3.6-liter V6 that develops a 310 hp 271 lb-ft. The gear rowing of either of its power
machines is a nine-speed automatic transmission, and sport can only be obtained in four-wheel drive. Luxury rides 18-inch wheels and is equipped with automatic LED headlights and LED headlights. It gets a range of advanced security features, including an HD reversing camera, frontal impact alert, automatic emergency braking, lane maintenance assist, lane departure warning,
front and rear parking assist, and a safety alarm seat. It also gets the latest Cadillac User Experience infotainment package with an eight-inch touchscreen, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, SiriusXM and an eight-speaker Bose audio system. Premium Luxury expands the safety offering by adding blind spot monitoring, a rear crossing alert and a lane change alert. The standard six-
part front seats are upgraded to eight-part front seats with memory functions, and the leather-wrapped steering wheel is heated. power is installed, and liftgate gets hands-free functions. The Sport trim doesn't add any new technical features, but it gets 20-inch alloy wheels and shiny black outer edge accents, as well as unique badging. In terms of mechanical upgrades, it is
standard with four-wheel drive and equipped chassis damping control. See all 2020 Cadillac XT5 decorations and specifications Although many of the features available are consolidated for specific cuts, and even more will become the standard for the new year, there is still room for customization in the form of various optional packages and features. The Platinum package
($3,650 to $4,850) replaces last year's Platinum decorations and is available in Premium Luxury and Sport decorations. It adds 20-inch wheels, three-zone air conditioning, a 14-speaker sound system, built-in navigation, premium carpet floor mats, semi-antinic leather upholstery, a range of unique interior upholstery, performance adaptive suspension and rear footprint alarm. The
Driver Assist package ($1,300), which is also for Premium Luxury and Sport, installs adaptive cruise control, improved automatic braking, and reverse automatic braking. Luxury and Premium Luxury's Cargo Convenience Package ($995) adds auxiliary stairs and roof rack cross rails. With the XT5 base losing from 2019, the Luxury trim is a new entry-level model and is certainly
well equipped. Unfortunately, it continues to maintain its higher price tag from last year. But it's the cheapest Cadillac XT5 in 2020 and is also the best value for money. It has plenty of advanced security features, including frontal collision avoidance and lane departure warning, as well as all the modern infotainment features you might need in a family SUV, such as smartphone
integration, SiriusXM, and an eight-speaker sound system. Unfortunately, it cannot be equipped with a V6 engine, such as the upper specifications, and the added blind spot monitoring and rear crossing alarm cost extra. It may be worth looking at the V6 Premium Luxury for an extra $5,000, but frankly at this price you might as well buy something German. 2020 Cadillac XT5
Comparisons The Cadillac Audi Q5 may not have the bold design of the new Cadillac XT5, but it's still a sophisticated offering. Unusual for the segment, the Q5 is only available in a four-wheel drive car. This comes with a 248 hp turbo-4 engine similar to Caddy's new base engine. However, the German SUV powerhouse works better, dominating the 0-60 mph sprint in just over
six seconds, a full second faster than the XT5 with the optional V6 mill. The Q5 has a lot of features, including avoiding frontal collisions and genuine leather upholstery, and features an up-to-date infotainment system that competes with cadillac's new generation suite. However, it suffers from a slightly smaller body, but 25.1 should still be more than enough for daily use. Add its
slightly better fuel economy to 22/28/24 mpg and and lower starting price of $43,300, and Audi seems to have better value to buy here. Watch the Audi Q5 Review Although the XT5 is quite large due to its compact SUV rating, the XT4 is perfect for the subcompense category. As such, it is quite a bit smaller than its older brother, which means much less cargo space, only 22.5
cubic feet, but it doesn't sacrifice much on the passenger capacity front. In most other perk, the reviews on XT4 are much the same as XT5's. It is at the same three trim levels with almost exactly the same list of features. However, it will never have access to a stronger V6 engine stuck in a 237 hp turbocharged four-cylinder across the region. The weak power plant works better in
a smaller model, but it's still significantly worse than the XT5's V6. Despite a lower starting price of $36,690 and slightly better fuel economy, the XT4 just doesn't make sense when there are better crossovers on offer, while the XT5 makes at least some sense. See Cadillac XT4 review Comparisons of popular comparisons of Cadillac XT5
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